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NEWS-LETTER No. 20 OCTOBER 1981 

THE COMPANIES ACT 1948 

:st. August 1981 
Dear Member, 

The Honorary Secretary hereby gives notice that the Seventh Annual General 
Meeting of the Peak District Mines Historical Society Ltd. will be held at 5.00pm. 
on Saturday, 28th. November 1981 in the Pump Room of the Peak District Mining Museum, 
The Pavilion, Matlock Bath, Derbyshire. 

Agendas and balance sheets will be available before the commencement of the 
meeting. 

THE COMPANIES ACT 1948 

A.J. Pearce, 
Honorary Secretary. 

As required under Article 24 of the Articles of Association of the Company; 
1) The Honorary Secretary will retire at the Annual General Meeting. 
2) The Honorary Treasurer will retire. 
3) The Honorary Editor and Honorary Recorder will retire. 
4) One third of the remaining Council Members will retire. 

The Council elected at the Sixth Annual General Meeting on December 6th. 1980 
are:-

Chairman Mr. M.J. Luff. 
Deputy Chairman Mr. P.J. Naylor. 
Honorary Secretary Mr. A.J. Pearce. * 

Honorary Treasurer Mr. R.W. Mercer. * 

Honorary Editor Dr. T.D. Ford. ** 
Honorary Recorder Mr. G. Rose. ** 

Ordinary Members Mr. I. Butler. *** 

Mr. c. Laidler. 
Mr. F. Peel. 
Mr. J. Poulter .. 
Mrs. S. Riley (nee Garner). 
Mr. D. Warriner. *· * * 

Those whose names are asterisked (*) are not seeking re-election. Those marked 
( ** ) are retiring as required by the Articles of Association and are eligible for 
re-election. Those marked (***) are retiring and are not eligible for re-election. 

Fully paid up members who are aged 18 and over are invited to nominate members 
of the Society (who are themselves fully paid up and in agreement with the nomination) 
for the vacant positions on the Council. Nominations are required for the positions 
of Honorary Secretary, Honorary Treasurer, Honorary Editor, Honorary Recorder and 
two Ordinary Members .. 

A nomination form is enclosed for your use, an unofficial nomination form will 
be accepted as long as it is in the form indicated. All nominations must be in the 
hands of the Secretary by November 14th. 1981. Proof of posting is not proof of 
dolivery. 

Fnder the new rules, any nomination must be accompanied by a written curriculum 
vitae for inclusion in the agenda to be issued at the A.G.M. 



Society Meetings & Projects 

The Society has had a policy for a number of years of allowing non-members to 
attend official meets where numbers allow. Our reasoning behind this is to persuade 
them to join the Society. In view of our new insurance cover for liability in case 
of death, injury or damage, it would be senseless to allow persons to attend official 
meets who were not similarly covered. We have arranged a scheme with the Insurers 
whereby non-members can receive temporary cover for the duration of a meet. 

In future, where a non-member (this includes members' family who are not in the 
Society) attends an official meet, they will be asked to pay 5op. per head for 
insurance cover for that meet. Where they attend a number of meets in a year, it 
will be cheaper for them to join as a full member. 

Will meet leaders please note that they should arrange to collect the 50p's 
together with a list of names and addresses of the non-members. The money and list 
should be forwarded to the Secretary as soon as possible. 

MEET GRADES. 

Members may be aware that caves are given a grade of difficulty in guide books 
to give potential explorers an idea of what to expect. 

We have found in the past that some members have experienced difficulty when 
attending an underground meet because it entailed more than they expected. For 
instance, if somebody has never been on an electron ladder they will experience great 
difficulty the first time. On an ordinary underground meet, such a difficulty will 
not only cause embarrassment but will hold up the rest of the party. 

As part of our training scheme, we intend to organise special trips where such 
techniques can be taught safely and patiently. We would ask members not to attend 
difficult underground meets until they have obtained the necessary experience and 
training. 

In future, all official underground meets will be given a grading to let members 
know what to expect. 

EASY -

MODERATE -

DIFFICULT -

VERY 
DIFFICULT 

easy walking or stooping, no vertical descents. One to take your 
granny along on. 

mostly easy walking but includes portions where crawling or short 
scrambles are involved. Children allowed if under control of parent. 

an element of difficulty is included. May be a short ladder pitch(es), 
long crawl or deep water. Children allowed if they are already 
experienced in underground exploration. 

a strenuous trip only to be undertaken by those with experience and 
properly equipped. Includes long ladder pitches, difficult crawls 
or manoeuvrP.s or very deep water. "Chilaren under 18 not allowed 
without the express permission of the leader. 

October 
Slayley Sough, Via Gellia . Sunday, 18th. October 1981 Leader: D. Weston. 

Meet in the lay-by below Goodluck Mine (GR SK264565) at 11.00am. This is a 

moderate trip in a medium sized mine showing examples of several periods of working. 
Helmets and lamps essential. Nobody under 15 allowed. 

Projects 

Grich Lead-mining Display 

(GR SK Ji+J5JJ) 
Sunday October 4th. & 18th. 1981 

Meet on the site from 10 o'clock onwards. Further information on this the Society's 
'oldest project' may be obtained from the Project Leaders - Nevil Gregory, Rowan Cottage, 
2 Chapel Lane, Holloway, Nr. Matlock. Tel: Dethick J7J, or, Iain Butler, 19 Albany 
Court, Stapleford, Nottingham. Tel: Sandiacre J98069 
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Good.luck Lead Mine Sunday October 4th. 1981 

This project is a private venture support ed by the Society - it involves both 
surface and underground work. Further particulars may be obtained from:- Hon Amner, 
58 Foljambe Avenue, Walton, Chesterfield. Tel: 0246-72375 

Holme Bank Chert Mine Sunday October 11th. & 18th. 1981 

This like. Goodluck is also a private venture and is supported by the Society. 
Colin Laidler, the owner and Soci ety member, is hoping to open the mine by �aster 
to the general public. Naturally there are numerous tasks to be done before it can 
open as a ' show mine' - both underground and surface. Jt'urther details from:-
Colin Laidler, 9 Peakland View, Darley Dale, Matlock, Derbyshire. Tel: 062983 - 4658 

Lake District 24-25th. October 1981 Leader: A Pearce. 

Saturday - Greenside Mine. (Grade Very Difficult) 

Meet in car park at Glenridding (GR NY 386169) at 11.00am. The place where 
we will park to change is restricted in space so we may have to double up in cars. 
This is a long and strenuous trip with a mile walk to the mine and 700ft. of fixed 
ladders to descend. Helmets and lamps essential. Take a packed lunch and something 
to drink. 

Sunday - Force Crag Mine (Working Mine). 

Meet at the mine at (GR NY200215) 11.00am. There is a mine track leading up 
Coledale Beck from the village of Braithwaite. This is a working Barite mine and 
the visit is courtesy of the owner, Bob Gunn of Braithwaite Mining Ltd. 

If anyone wishes to extend the weekend to a full week's camping holiday, 
contact Chris Bull of 9 Lon Catwg, Gellinudd, Pontadawe, Swansea, S. Wales (YES
i t is a proper address!) 

November 
Introductory/Intermediate Meet 7-8th. November 1981 Leader: J. Poulter. 

Saturday- meet at Magpie Mine (GR SK173682) at 11.00am. First a tour around the 
site with a brief history. After lunch (bring a packed one) a trip in an easy 
mine to teach elementary exploration techniques and describe basic equipment. Bring 
old clothes, strong footwear and a lamp. .If you want to borrow a helmet (sorry -
this is essential too!) contact the Secretary. 

Sunday - meet ifr the lay-by in Stoney Middleton (GR SK228755) at 11.00am. If weather 
permits we will practise ladder climbing, abseiling, ropework, etc. on the surface 
followed by a trip down Nicker Grove Mine using these techniques. If it rains we will 
go straight underground. Bring a packed lunch or you can buy a cheap meal at Lovers 
Leap Cafe. Helmet and lamp essential. 

Yorkshire Dales November 14 - 15th 1981 Leader: T. Coatham &NCC 

Grade: Very Difficult (Northern Caves Grade IV). 

It is advisable that only experienced members attend this trip as long ladder 
pitches, tight crawls (some in deep water) and awkward traverses are involved in 
the exploration of both systems. 

Saturday:- meet at Bernard's Cafe in the centre of Ingleton at 10.00am. (much earlier 
if breakfast is required). 

Venue:- Swinsto Hole/Valley Entrance Kingsdale Master Cave 
��-

This will be an abseil/ladder trip through the west Kingsdale system. The trip 
involves the descent of 7 ladder pitches, ascent of one 15ft. ladder pitch, traversing 
and crawling through deep water and walking through large chambers, finally emerging 
in the roof tunnel of the Valley Entrance. 
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Nov contd. 
Alternative Venue:- Link Pot. 

This involves a tight 50ft. entrance pitch followed by ci long crawl in mud, 
emerging in the large chambers of Pipikin Pot. 1hen an easy circular route through 
the Pipikin chambers (excellent formations) returning by the entrance route to the 
surface. 

Boots, wet-suits, helmets & lamps are essential for both trips. 

Sunday:- meet at Bernard's Cafe (Note Change of Venue) at 10.00am. 

�:- Lancaster Hole/Easgill County Pot Exchange Trip. 

This trip involves the descent/ascent of a large ladder piLch and the ascent/ 
descent of a number of smaller pitches, traversing deep holes in the floor on sloping 
muddy ledges, scrambling over loose boulders, climbing and squeezing (GULPt) 

Boots, helmets & lamps are essential. Wet-suit not necessary� advisable. 

The limited accommodation referred to in pre1rious news-letters is now fully 
booked. For others there is camping, bed & breakfast & a youth hostel in Ingleton. 

Would all members attending the meets telephone the Secretary, Adrian Pearce, 
during the week before in case of last minute changes. 

Projects 

Crich Lead-mining Display Sunday November lst. & } _r)th, ·1981 

Good luck Lead Mine Sunday Nove:111ber ] ,;t. J 9/:lJ 

Holme Bank Chert Mine Sunday Noveml"-:r 8th. & ]�;tf). I 'id I 

November 28th. 

So.ciety ·Dinner A.<_;.M. 

Meet ReP-orts 
Geology of the Matlock Area - July 12th. 1981 T.e1:1der: lJ!'. N. Butcher. 

About twelve members assembled in Cromford Meadows car-park to be met by Dr. 
Butcher and his excellent displays of the geology and utructure of the Croml'ord and 
Matlock areas. When everything had been fully explained and we h1-td all asked our 
'intelligent' questions, we set off to look at the real geology. 

After looking at the limestone cliffs by the river near Crornford Church, we 
crossed the A6, walked up Castle View Road and looked at the rnillutone grit::; by Lhe 
High Peak Trail. After viewing the scene around Wirksworth we went back to the car
park for lunch. · 

In the afternoon we looked at the shale/limestone contact at Cromford Station 
and went then by footpaths past several mine shafts to Starkholme::;. From a cou1renient 
vantage point we stood and contemplated the complexities of Masson Hill, or was it just 
to catch our breath? We then descended the footpath down to the A6, passing the Riber 
Mine on the way. 

Turning towards Matlock we looked for the upper (or was it the lower) Matlock 
lava exposed in the river bank. From this point we took the footpath back to Stark
holmes and follwed the road back to the car-park. 

Matlock/Cromford is a very complex area and probably needs more than one visit. 
to take in properly but thanks to Nick it was a very interesting day and we have a 
much better understanding of the geology than when we started in the morning. 

Evelyn Dixon • . 
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Mines of Castleton - Leader: Dr. T.D. Ford. 

Several members spent an interesting day walking round the mines around the Mam 
Tor area with Dr. T.D. Ford, on Saturday 27th. June 1981. 

The party set off up Odin Stich, via Dunscar Farm, and here the soughs that drained 
Odin Mine were explained in detail and several of the old air shafts were seen on the 
surface. From this point we made our way, up the track, to Odin Mine. Here the mine 
workings and history was explained - we also had a plan of the mine relative to the·surface 
which Dr. Ford had brought along, this proved most advantageous. The washing-plant, that 
had been in the area, was described; also we were shown the site of a different type 
of mine (German Version) worked during the war. We then made our way up the brook above 
the entrance to the Odin Mine, and it was explained that the miners had moved the course 
of the stream to prevent flooding in the mine. 

·Lunch was taken under the shadow of Mam Tor and the geology of the area was 
explained. 

From here we proceded over Windy Knoll and by Rowter Farm. A small open-cast site 
was visited - several of the members coming back noticably heavier, a few pounds of samples 
having been collected on the way round. We were also told of the local water drainage 
system as the water from P8, Giants, Speedwell and Peak Cavern arrive at Russet Well. 

We then returned, back to Castleton, by several of the local mines and arrived back 
at about 5.00 o'clock. 

All who attended this meet would like to thank Dr. F'ord for taking time off from a 
very busy schedule to show us round the area - also a sincere thanks to his wife who 
supplied tea and biscuits at the start and end of a very enjoyable day. 

D. Warriner. 

Jugholes - Saturday, 11th. July 1981 Leaier: John Poulter 

A large crowd of enthusiastic members assembled, on a fine sunny morning, all 
suitably garbed in wellies, overalls, helmets and lamps. We all followed John Poulter 
and the other leaders downhill to the main entrance and had a look at the fluorspar 
workings and the main entrance cave. 

As we were going to start at the bottom and work our way up we left some of the 
experts to ladder up the last pitch which comes out into the main cave entrance, and 
followed on down the hill to the 'rabbit-hole' which had been dug out previously. 

To get into the mine it is necessary to sit in a small square hole about 18 inches 
deep, extend one's feet into the unknown,. lay down and wriggle in using heels, elbows 
and anything else that comes in handy. This manoeuvre only takes a few moments and it 
is soon possible to sit and then stand up. · 

As this mine had been worked fo� fluors�r, some time in its history, we were 
soon covered with a layer of thick, brown, glutinous mud. 

Jugholes consists of three large natural chambers, all with some flowstone 
deposits, connected by short but interesting scrambles. To get up the scrambles you 
have to use hands, knees, elbows and helping hands from anyone nearby. My daughter 
managed to slip her length on one pitch but was hauled up unceremoniously by strong 
helpful hands. 

In the second chamber who should we discover but our Hon. Sec. who had arrived 
late after experiencing transport problems and had come in from the 'exit' - though 
it was suggested that perhaps he had not been able to find his way out since his 
previous visitt 

The last section before the ladder pitch is a sloping rift where it is necessary 
to rest one's body on the lower side of the rift, place feet on any convenient 
projection part way down the rift and edge sideways along the slit. This proved a little 
difficult for someone in front of.my daughter and myself and left us wondering if we 
couldn't find better things to do on a Saturday. 

Eventually everyone negotiated this narrow section and after a quick scramble up 
the ladder, with safety line for those who required one, we were soon out in the main 
entrance surprised to find it was only lunch time and there was time to do another mine 
in the afternoon. 

This was a mine I had known about since my early days of 1geologising' in Derby
shire but had never visited. I found it very interesting without being difficult. I 
am sure everyone enjoyed the trip and our thanks are extended to John and his helpers. 

Evelyn Dixon. 
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Bage Mine, Bolehill2 Nr. Wirksworth. 

On Sunday, 21st. June 1981, twelve members of the society were invited to have a 
look round Bage Mine, by the Doncaster and Wirksworth Mining Group. 

The main shaft is 303 feet deep and lands in the southern reaches of Cromford Sough, 
which is unfortunately blocked. 

· 
The 303 ft. level has some hundreds of feet of tramway, also several flooded shafts, 

cum stopes which have been plumbed to over 70ft. 
There is also a level off the main shaft, at 190ft., which is of the four feet by 

one foot six inches back-breaking, head-banging, shoulder-bursting, why oh why do I do it, 
type of level, which goes on forever - well a mile anyway. 

All who attended would like to thank W.D. & H.O. Wills, for a very interesting trip 
round their mine, and thanks for arranging the sunny weather. 

Geoff Rose. 

NAMHO MINING CONFERENCE AT IRONBRIIXJE - JUNE 12 - 15th 1981 

Having learned some of the lessons of the Be.�mish Conference in 1979, this 
year the Conference progressed smoothly, due mainly to the planning of Ivor Brown, 
Shropshire Mining Club and I.G.M.T. 

An addition this year was the inclusion of trips to museums, underground, etc. 
on the Friday and Monday for those who wished to extend their weekend. This was a 
great success and meant that there was no rush to travel to and from the main events 
on the Saturday and Sunday. 

The talks were more varied this year and tended to concentrate on techniques 
rather than straight slide shows. This was of greater general interest and showed 
that there was more to mining history than shooting down holes in the ground. There 
were two open discussion periods which aired vi<:ws on insurance, access and 
conservation; these were a success and indicated that this sort of item is a must 
in any future conference. It was nice to have a contribution from Carn Brea Mining 
Club to show that mining historians are active down south as well. The main events 
were ably rounded off by a talk from Neil Coussons on mining museums abroad and 
at home with suggestions as to how they should develop. 

The social side was just as good with an excellent Saturday night where we 
were entertained by a brass band and singing (not forgetting the bar and barbecue). 
s.c.M.C.1s celebration was well enjoyed on the Friday night. 

The next conference will be in Leeds in 1983, hosted by N.M.R.S., and those who 
missed this one would well do well to attend the next. 

New Members 
Elected 10th. July 1981 

Mr. G. Marsden 

Mr. & Mrs. L. Burch 

Mr. & Mrs. Saxon 

Mr. & Mrs. L. Allerton 

Miss G. Lofthouse 

Mr. & Mrs. D. Bootle 

Mr. & Mrs. H. Allsop 

Mr. A. Paulson 

City Museum & Art Gallery 

35 School Rd., Laughton en le Morthen, Sheffield. 

73 High Street, Harrideahead, Stoke-on-Trent. 

1 Broadgreen, Cranfield, Bedfordshire. 

61 Connay Towers, Brinnington, Stockport. 

79 St. Norbet Drive, Kirk Hallam, Ilkeston. 

44 Oak Drive, Eastwood, Nottingham. 

337 Coleshill Rd., Castle Bromwich, Birmingham. 

26 Ashley Rd., Keyworth, Nottingham. 

Natural History Dept., Broad St., Hanley. 

Cambridge College of Arts & Technology, Collier Rd., Cambridge. 
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Book Reviews 
Prehistoric Minin and Allied Industries b 
Published by Academic Press Inc. London 
272 pages including 102 illustrations. 

R. She herd. 
Ltd. 19 O Price £16.00 

This is a most unusual and scholarly work from an author, a mining engineer 
who has obviously studied archaeology deeply. He has brought together a vast amount 

of archaeological information as it relates to mining in the prehistoric period for 
the very first time. His source material was scattered both in date and location 
and by his own admission he has concentrated on works in English, French and German. 
Coverage is mainly limited therefore to mining in western Europe out there are occasional 
references to sites further afield. 

·rhe book begins with a chapter on the elements of mining and following this 
there are about 100 pages on flint mining in the British Isles and !iilex mining in 
Europe (Silex apparently means, in German usage, flint, chert and jasper). A further 
80 pages then deals with Copper and Bronze Age mining and the mining of iron and other 
materials. The later materials include silver and lead (prehistoric man seems only to 
have been interested in the silver) and several pageu on gold, salt and coal. 

. The book concludes with useful sections on rock and mineral properties and, as 
appendices, a summary of rites and a description or various methods of dating. 

Two most useful aspects of the book are t;he great number o.f line drawings and 
half-tones of the various sites and the short general chapters giving details of the 
climate, customs and way of life of prehistoric mining communities. 

For those interested in the wid. r and earlier history of mining this book is 
a must. 

Ivor Brown. 

A Concise History of Mining by C.E. Gregory. 
Published by Pergamon Press Ltd, Oxford 1980, hardback. Price £15 
258 pages plus xviii, 20 figs, 18 maps, 5 photos. 

A real compendium of information, 28 chapters with such intriguing titles as 
The Scope of Mining Activity, The Uranium Age, Hard Rock Breaking, The Legend of St. 
Barbara and Financial Aspects of Mineral Development. This is a ·potted history of 
every aspect of mining and the detail is surprising, although there are no references. 
For instance, on :page 111, 'lthe longwall method was introduced into the Shropshire 
Coalfields of Britain in 177011i How can the author be so specific? Where did he 
obtain the information? The reviewer is intrigued uut such positive statements cast 
a shadow over the rest of the book. Perhaps the book was written for an elite since 
the introduction states "Armed with this textbook any professor of mining engineering, 
or even of the geological sciences, should find no difficulty etc". Perhaps they are 
no.t as inquisitive as the reviewer - or perhaps they know all the sources. 

This criticism apart, the book does provide a vast amount of information on 
mining topics that is rarely covered in other historical accounts. Such items as 
"non-entry mining11 (anger and solution mining, etc.) , mining traditions and claims for 
the oldest known underground mine (Bomru Ridge in Swaziland worked before 40,000 BC, 
although later in the book this becomes "perhaps 50,000 EC11 - a mere range of 10,000 
years). There is no doubt that the book is interesting but many statements are open 
to doubt. For example, "The first surface railway was erected on a coal mine in 180411-
there were many before this date. Even more recent dates are wide of the mark, "By 
1950 all the main producing longwall mines in Britain were equipped with powered support 
systems". This is at least 10 years out to the reviewer's personal knowledge. 

The main fault is that such facts cannot be followed up using this book. All in 
all, at £15 a copy, this is really a book only to be borrowed from a library for bed
time reading, not as a source book for deeper research. 

Ivor Brown 
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Miscellany 
ACCESS & THE LAW 

Following the long standing representations to clarify the effect of the 
Health & Safety Act, etc. on mine explorers, the Health & Safety Executive has at 
last produced a statement of its interpretation. It is couched in the usual legal 
terms but is summarised as saying that the effect of the act on a landowner would 
be minimal if a mine is disused but there would still be the problem of liability 
under common law. Such things are based on precedents in law courts and it is 
impossible to predict the outcome of any case. 

One new idea is that instead of attempting to change the present laws to 
clarify the position (which may be very difficult), a new Access to the Countryside 
Bill might be introduced • .  We will keep you.informed of events. 

For those who missed the recent HAMHO Conference at Ironbridge, there are 
three tape recordings of the lectures available for loan. Contact Stuart Smith for 
details at Ironbridge Gorge Museum. 

A new NAMHO project will be a week's course at Whernside Manor during August 
21-28th. 1 982 . This will be residential and run by Dave Carlisle. It will include 
surveying, recording and preservation as well as underground trips. Further details 
will be provided later. 

The NAMHO informal weekend for next year will be based in the Lake District 
during August 28-29th. and will be hosted by Cumbria Amenity Trust. 

LIBRARY APPEAL 

The North of England Institute of Mining & Mechanical Engineers was founded in 
1852 to promote a scientific education of mining engineers. It prompted the formation 
of a further seven mining institutes in Britain, as well as a national institution. 

Its library, in Newcastle upon Tyne, contains a vast collection of manuscripts, 
maps, plans etc. mostly connected with coal mining. There are, however, a number of 
items connected with metalliferous mining including plans and minute books of the 
London Lead Company from 1692 to 1860. 

In view of the value of the library and archives, and in order to provide a 
comprehensive index to the archives, the Institute is seeking to raise £30,000 for 
badly-needed rebinding, restoration and indexing. Also an annual income of £10,000 
(or a capital sum of £100,000) for staffing. 

The ways in which YOU can help are:-
a) by a company covenant. 
b) by a deposited covenant. 
c) by a straightforward general gift. 
d) by contributing towards a specific binding/restoration project. 
e) by a covenant (if income tax is paid) 

The address is: Neville Hall, Westgate Road, Newcastle upon Tyne NE1 1TD. 

CHECK YOUR EQUIPMENT 
Following complaints, the CMI 5000 Ascendeur has been redesigned and the new model 

went on sale in September. The UK distributors - Troll Safety Equipment, Spring Mill, 
Uppermill, Oldham - are offering replacement of the old design models free of charge. 
If you have one - contact Troll. 

There have been six reported cases of failure of the Simond 10mm oval alloy 
karabiner which are marked 1Speleo 1500kg1• The keeper latch fractures allowing the 
keeper to be pulled through the gate opening. The items have been removed from shops 
and it is recommended that they no longer be used. Any queries should be addressed to 
the distributors - Lyon Ladders, Dent, Sedburgh, Cumbria. 

Dave Elliott (address as for Lyon Ladders) would like to hear from anyone who 
has experienced severe rusting on electron ladders made by the pressure bonding system. 
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SOCIETY ANNUAL DINNER 

Just how many of you actually read your News-letter? Did you spot the deliberate 
mistake in the July 'bumper' edition? 

The date, of course, was wrongly given. The date SHOULD have read 'NOVEMBER 28th� 
1981 - NOT - December 5th, 1981. 

--

The correct date was published in the April edition. 

Thanks are extended to the solitary member who informed the editor of his error -
he hadn't spotted it either! 

PLEASE NOTE: The date for the dinner is NOVEMBER 28th. 1981. 

An expansion programme has recently been announced for South Crofty Mine in 
Cornwall. It will involve the sinking of new shafts as well as underground 
development, being financed by a loan from the European Investment Bank, Barclay's 
Bank and a grant from the Department of Industry. 

Carnon Co�olidated Tin are to deepen the Clemows Shaft at Wheal Jane from the 
present bottom at 1300ft. to 1500ft. It is expected to take eighteen months and 
cost £2.8m. This will give access to 750,000 tonnes of ore reserves (the present 
capacity of the mill is 290,000 tonnes of ore per year). 

North Wales Caving Club has recently received a letter from the Forestry 
Commission advising them.that they are in no legal position to grant access to 
disused mines on Forestry Commission land. Anyone entering a mine on F.C land is 
therefore trespassing. The F.C are discussing the position with a Senior Mines 
Inspector and will advise of any change in policy. The matter has been referred to 
N.A.M.H.O. 

Cumbria County Council have been asked by the National Farmers Union and the 
Catholic Trust for permission to cap some 50 mine shafts on Alston Moor. They have 
agreed that, where necessary, provision can be made for access. N.A.M.H.O. have been 
asked for their comments. 

Member Andrew Limb has recently moved to Canada and has sent the following 
snippets. 

A floating, self-contained dressing plant is being built near Montreal . It is 
intended for use in Northern Canada and can withstand the ice floes found there. 
Interest has been renewed recently in several gold mines in the Ottawa region with 
geologists combing an area singularly lacking in roads. 

Recent addition to the museum has been three lead pigs recovered from the wreck 
of the •Campen' - a Dutch trading ship, which sank near the Isle of Wight in 1627. 
They were donated by the Nottinghamshire Sub Aqua Club who hope that it can be found 
where they originated. 

News-letter Photocomp 

Thanks to those members who submitted photographs for the editors photocomp. 
Unfortunately quite a number arrived too late to be included in the last competition -
don't worry, they will all be held over and entered in the next competition, to be 
held next year. 

Keep sending in your photographs - they all stand a chance. 

A new Institutional Member, Cambridge College of Arts & Technology, is under
taking a study of heavy metal concentrations in and around old mine workings and 
smelters. They have offered assistance to any member carrying out suitable projects. 
Contact: Dr. D.V. Quayle, of the college, at Collier Road, Cambridge CB1 2AJ. 

A rockfall and movement of qoulders at the head of the pitch of Winnats Head 
Cave have made it very dangerous. 
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Ecton Mine - Conservation Meet. 10-11th. October 1981 Leader: D. Weston. 

Meet in the lay-by outside Clayton Adit on both Satu,rday and Sunday at 11a.m. 
(GR SK095580) 

The owner of Clayton and Salts Levels, Geoff Cox, has been very good to the 
Society in the past in allowing access for underground meets. We would now like to 
repay this kindness by helping him to preserve some surface mine structures and buildings 
in the Ecton area. Geoff will supply the materials and we will supply the labour. 
We will find a job for everyone regardless of ability or experience - so let's have a 
maximum attendance on this meet please. There may also be a further meet later on to do 
some preservation/safety work in the mines (those who attended the recent trip will no 
doubt appreciate the fitting of ladders!). 

Welsh Slate Mines 8 - 9th. August 1981 

Five people turned up for the Sunday 'trip down Cwm Orthin and were suitably 
impressed by the size and length of the system. Our leader, Simon Hughes, assured us 
that there were some 120 miles of passage in all and we could well believe it. The 
chambers are a photographer's delight and nightmare, requiring multiple flashes to 
reach the far recesses. The system eventually enters the back of the slate show mine 
at Blaenau Ffestiniog and we could look up into the slate chambers very effectively 
illuminated by arc lamps. The whole place is like a maze and we very rarely let our guide 
out of our sightt 

Sunday was one of those unfortunate days when fate flung against us all it could 
think of - (hello, this has the makings of yet another excuse for another Hon. Sec. 
1cock-up1• Ed) . To begin with - myself and Simon were held up by a traffic accident 
causing us to sit in a jam for some two hours. We eventually arrived at the Corris 
Mine past mid-day, finding some very bored and angry members sitting in their cars. 
Having persuaded them that we hadn't overlaid we proceeded to have dinner and get 
changed. It was then found that the entrances to the mine had recently been gated 
and padlocked and there was no way of getting in! We decided to have a look at another 
mine across the valley and set off in a convoy of seven cars. There then followed a 
scene like a Monty Python film script. 

Simon's first choice of mine had its access track converted into a garden, causing 
a rapid U-turn on the main road to the confusion of rear members of the convoy. We then 
followed the obvious road up to another mine and ended up in someone's back garden! 
This must have been the villagers' highlight of the year, seeing seven cars rapidly 
reversing down a road and doing complicated umpteen point turns on the ma.in street 
(in truth little wider than a footpath!). Things degenerated rapidly with cars heading 
in all directions, at which point Simon began squirming in embarrassment and could have 
gladly driven off into the horizon. About half the number finally arrived at a further 
mine site whilst the remainder could be seen across the valley, plaintively waving and 
taking bearings. Incredibly enough, we all finally arrived and set off to explore this 
mine and salvage the day. Despite exploring several entrances we were unable to find a 
way in and spent the rest of the afternoon walking up and down the Welsh hillside. My 
apologies to those members who were disappointed by the abortive trip, especially those 
who drove to Wales for the day. Unfortunately such factors cannot be anticipated. Our 
thanks must go to Simon Hughes for hosting us during the weekend. 

A.J. Pearce. 

Parys Mountain, Anglesey. 
It is reported that the incline shaft and several others have been filled in. 

In addition, some of the precipitation pits are in danger of1landscaping1' 

Gwynfynedd Mine. 
It is reported that a new incline shaft is to be commenced from No. 6 Level 

down to a depth of some 3,000 ft. A settling tank has been built underground, some 
way past the underground headframe, so that mine water does not pollute the river. 

St. David's Gold Mine 
Work is being carried out at present in the lower levels. It only appears to be 

prospecting and there are no reports yet of a great find. Rumour also has it that 
the concern is facing a bill for two years"rates, so it may not be around long. 
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Honorary Membership of the Society 

We are pleased to announce two new Honorary Members were elected at the 
committee meeting in July. 

Harry Parker is well known to all members and has served the Society 1'01 many 
years in many capacities. His major contribution has been in the field of publ c 
relations and the Society's good name bears witness to his efforts. 

The other, Mr. M. Cockerton, is the Steward of the Barmote Court. 

Nenthead Interpretative Centre. 

The recent planning consent received by Mine Tours Ltd contains the following 
conditions:-

a) No work is to commence on the main smelt mill buildings until a detailed 
proposal and application is submitted. · 

b) A new access road and car park are to be made to the A685 
c) All temporary wooden buildings for use as offices, shop, cafe and toiletL are 

to be removed by 30th. April 1982 
d) The landscaping must be done during the winter of 1981/82 
e) No work is to commence on the underground railway until detailed plans h<ive 

been submitted to the Planning Authority. 
f) There shall be no interference with the public rights of way along footpaths 

nos. 302139 & 3021o8 and bridleway no. 302138. 
g) There is to be minimum impact on the visual amenities of the area and the 

archaeological value of the site. 

D.C.C men to re-cap old mines 

Men employed in the Direct Works Department of Derbyshire County Council may be 
employed instead of volunteers to carry through a programme to cap old mineshafts in 
the Matlock area. 

A report is to be drawn up on the possibility of taking the work ever from 
volunteer groups which have already capped hundreds of dangerous sha.fls near footpaths 
and roads. 

Coun. Jock McKay told the Public Protection Committee that at a time when employment 
was in short supply, it would be better to employ their own �1orkers if possible. But 
there was no intention of interrupting the programme. 

Members finding themselves in the area of Port Talbot may be interested in 
visiting the Welsh Miners Museum. It is on the A4107 between Port Tall.Jot and Cymmer 
in the Afan Argoed Country Park. 

In addition there is the Cefn Coal & Steam Centre. 'l'his iB on the A4109 at 
Crynant, near Neath. 

Courses at Losehill Hall. 

Practical Industrial Archaeology. 

Minerals, Rocks and Fossils. 

Caves of the Peak District 

October 16-18th 1981 

October 23 -25th 1981 

November 13-15th 1981 

Details from Peak National Park Study Centre, Losehill Hall, Castleton, Derbyshire. 

Derbyshire County Council, with a budget of £13,000, intend to begin shaft capping 
schemes,,later this year, at Castleton, Brassington, Wensley, Priestcliffe and Elton. 

IDST MAIL 

Did you send, during the month of August, an article or perhaps photographs 
to the editor's address for publication in this edition of the News-letter? 

All copy that has been received has been published - is anything missing? 

The G.P.O admit to having mislaid a packet that was too large to be delivered 
in the normal way. When calling for the packet, at the specified post oi't'ice, it 
couldn't be found - and is still missing. Can you help solve this mystery. 

Blackwell Dale Cave - Contact: Rod Clayton. Tel: l3uxton 8'!1'/29. 
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Hatch and Match Congratulations 
To Geoff and Wendy Holt on the birth of their son Adam. There is no truth in 

the rumour that he was built out of meccano! 

To Richard and Angela Marpole on their marriage. They invited friends to a 
party and completely upstaged the Hon. Sec. by casually passing him a marriage 
certificate. Not many have ever left him completely lost for a reply! 

To Les and Sue Riley on their marriage. It must take a lot of courage to go on 
honeymoon to Spain taking Terry Worthington AND Lyn Willies with them! 

MUSEUM REPORT. 

The summer period started off extremely busy for the museum, with a gratifying 
240 school visits in May, June and July. Sadly, we are not getting as many family 
visitors as we would like, because there just isn't much money .around. At the time 
of writing we have had 23,600 visitors, but I have yet to see how we fare over the 

. critical August Bank Holiday. 

The most important visitor lately was the Duke of Gloucester, who came as part 
of a tour of the area in his capacity of President of the Tourist Board. The night 
before saw much cleaning and painting as such visits always cause frantic titivating; 
it was a pity it had to be June 30th. when we already had a number of schools booked 
in. But I don't think His Royal Highness noticed the odd clod of Goodluck mud on the 
stairs. Everything went off smoothly, Lynn Willies, Axel Chatburn and I were presented, 
and I gave him a copy of Hooson. 

More lead pigs have arrived at the museum, from the sunken Dutch Eaot Indiaman, 
the Campen. 

We should shortly know how 
weighs. We are running a 'Guess 
end, and Tarmac Roadstones have 
weighbridges, in early October. 

much our impressive lump of galena from Mogshaw Mine 
the Weight' competition from the Bank Holiday Week
promised to weigh the galena on one of their electronic 
I shall duly report the result. 

As usual - many thanks to all the volunteers. 

Pam Diamond. 

Help Wanted 

In a report on the Wanlockhead Mines, written in 1883, T.B. Stewart claimed the 
biggest working syphon in Britain was being used to carry water to a water-pressure 
engine in New Glencrieff Mine. 

Can anyone comment on the use of syphons underground? Can anyone answer the 
question, 11Why a syphon"? If Wanlockhead had the biggest, where are the others? 

Advice and suggestions to Bill Harvey: 23 Orleans Avenue, Glasgow 14. 

Honister Slate Mines 
The upper abandoned workings are reported to be in a very dangerous condition. 

The upper incline in particular, overlooking the pass, is said to be in imminent danger 

of collapse and some adits have already collpased. Great care should be taken if in 

the area. 

New Lamps for Old! 
It is possible to obtain a new mutant lamp if your Oldhams cell is on its last 

legs. This is the new Searcher type battery case fitted to your present Oldhams 

headpiece. For details contact Richard Marpole Tel: Buxton 77254 

News-letter Material 

·�· 

• • I 

The 'dead-line' for material to be included in the next edition (due for publishing 
in January 1982) is December 5th. 1981. 

Please send your articles, letters etc. to:-

Iain Butler, 19 Albany Court, Stapleford, Nottingham. Tel: Sandiacre 398069 

or 

Adrian Pearce, 34 Madison Avenue, Chaddesden, Derby. Tel: Derby 670721 


